The connection between stochastic differential equations 
INTRODUCTION
This r-expansion result has been achieved using the Furutsu-Novikov method and the cumulant method. The Furutsu-Novikov ' method utilizes the functional derivative but does not involve the path integral In th. is paper, the full functional calculus is used to derive a generalization of the r-expansion result. ' This generalization removes certain technical difficulties found in the v-expansion method.
Moreover, it solves a recent conundrum which arose in the study of mean first-passage times for bistable potentials. ' In this paper attention is restricted to stochastic differential equations in only one variable, x:
in which W(x) and g (x) may be nonlinear functions of x.
When g(x) =1, the process is "additive"; otherwise it is "multiplicative. " The noise function f(t) is assumed to be Gaussian, and it may be either "colored" or "white. "
In the case of white noise, Eq. (1) 
The path integral is also used to define the probability distribution functional for x(t), the solution to Eq. (1).
This quantity is P(y, t)= J J &fP[f]5(y -x(t)) .
It is shown below that for white noise, P(y, t) satisfies the 
The probability distribution functional is given by
in which (y ) in the denominator is the mean square of y with respect to P (y, t). It is assumed that the system is in &P [f] 5f(t) 5f(s)5f(t)
By using (15), this yields
f 5f(s)5f(t) and that the K(s -s') of (2) is indeed (1/2A, )5(s -s').
Combining (22), (19), and (18) produces
which will prove useful later. Now, consider the colored-noise case. The conditions on f (t) are the same as above except for (15) which be-
The probability distribution functional is given in (2).
Therefore, it follows that
Consequently,
i.e. , the kernel K(s -s') is the inverse of the correlation function C(s -s'). This fact makes (26) 
in which 6(t t') is again given -by (35}. Now, (36) becomes 5x (t) (t) = -,g(x(t)) .
When this is put into (32), and then into (39), the result is 
Functional integration by parts, as in (31), yields G, O=' 0 otherwise .
(t))f(t)] I [g(x (t)) t'-g'{x (t)) W(x (t))]
The boundary condition G( -oo, t)=0 is also used. Let the time that the variable leaves ( -oo, O) be called T. For small dt, the probability that the variable leaves { -0o, O) between t and t +dt is given by G(t) G(t+dt) ----6 dt .
Bt
The lower limits in the integrals should be thought of as a 
These integrals should again be interpreted in the sense of (60) . As a notational convenience, introduce starting from y.
The mean first-passage time T(y) satisfies an equation which follows from (64) 
The solution is
The boundary condition T( -ao ) =0 is manifestly satisfied, but the boundary condition T(0) =0 requires {ti(y)=exp -f dx
The boundary conditions, T( -ao ) = T(0}=0, correspond to "absorbing" boundaries at y=0 and y = -cc. For a boundary such as y= -ao where U( -oo)=00, a "refiecting" boundary is often used and is expressed by T'( -ao )=0 instead of T( -oo )=0. This means that instead of (74), one gets
T"(y)=(T")=n f dt t" 'G(y, t) for n &0. (81) From ( 
Formula (74) reproduces (77) 4(k, z) . 
The expression for 7 ( v'a-/b ) in (95) The conclusion ' that the functional-calculus approach which produces (100) has somehow failed is unwarranted.
Only the applicability of the method of steepest descent needs to be questioned. Instead, it can be shown that (100) may be integrated exactly, and yields a result commensurate with (104) when this is done. The method of steepest descent is insensitive to the quartic dependence in U which determines the behavior of the integrals in (100).
These facts are seen as follows. Using (90), we begin with 
